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Vision
Beacon Hill Park is the crown jewel in the city’s park system. People from across the region
visit the park to enjoy its unique qualities. It is the city’s pre-eminent and most interesting
park, valued for its unique character, aesthetics and strong sense of place. Historic
landscapes, cultural resources and natural areas co-exist in a well managed park.
Motor vehicle traffic, while present, is minimized to promote a safe and people-friendly
environment. Park roads and pathways provide pleasant and relaxed ways to move about
the park. Park visitors can explore many nature trails and meandering pathways and
participate in recreational past times without concern for disruptive traffic.

Introduction
Historic Beacon Hill Park serves a large regional and visitor population looking for a wide
variety of experiences such as connecting with nature, participating in active and passive
recreation, socializing or simply admiring a beautiful landscape and absorbing some local
history. The park visitors’ ability to find a pleasant refuge for relaxation or pursuit of an
enjoyable leisure activity largely defines their park experience. The parks’ transportation
infrastructure supports the quality of the visitor experience in many ways but it can also be a
detriment. Roads bisect the park in several locations creating opportunities for unnecessary
short cutting through the park, parking lots and parked vehicles along the internal roads
become barriers to pedestrians and cyclists and impact sight lines. Speeding traffic creates
safety issues and improperly parked vehicles can damage the natural environment. Noise
and pollution generated by vehicles also detract from the visitor’s experience of the park.
Cars and other motorized vehicles are a necessary part of urban life but within the park
there needs to be a better balance between the essential purposes of the park versus the
amount of infrastructure devoted to the motor vehicle.
In 2001 City Council endorsed the Beacon Hill Park Management Plan. This plan contained
many references to transportation issues including both vehicular and non-vehicular. In
particular, recommendation #10 committed Parks to developing a transportation
management plan. The plan states;
“Develop a Traffic Management Plan for the park that addresses appropriate levels of
traffic within the park, circulation, roads and parking with the overall objective to minimize
traffic in the park and promote a safe and pedestrian-friendly environment.”
The management plan also contained several other recommendations focusing on
transportation issues such “developing and implementing a Trail Management Plan…”
(recommendation #19).
Motor vehicle concerns have consistently been identified by many park users as a
significant cause leading to the decline of their personal park experience. In order to restore
balance and create a better park visitor experience the following principles have been
adopted in the plan:




enhance visitor enjoyment by reducing motorized vehicles
encourage diverse activities in the park without the concern for vehicle conflicts
promote a pedestrian and cycling friendly environment by limiting roadside parking
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provide way-finding signage and enhanced pathways to reduce user conflicts and
negative impacts on the environment
maintain convenient access to key park facilities and attractions by providing barrier
free accessibility options
improve aesthetics in the core area of the park by reducing the visual impact of
private motor vehicles

These principles will be more fully developed into a set of recommendations that specifically
focus on accessible parking and passenger drop off areas, select road closures, more
efficient use of existing park infrastructure, improved way-finding, and establishing a more
defined hierarchy of multi-use trails in the park.

Management Plan Goals
The three main goals of the transportation management plan are to;
1. Review and make recommendations regarding the current road network
2. Review and make recommendations regarding parking facilities within the park
3. Review and make recommendations regarding the trail network.

Planning Process
The development of the Transportation Management Plan began in late 2008. The planning
process involved research, data collection and significant public input. Key initiatives
included;








review of existing plan documents and reports
a detailed traffic study prepared by transportation consultants
parking survey
public open houses and focus group
discussions with focus groups representing various organizations and interests
display booths in the park
user surveys

Beacon Hill Park Management Plan Phase 1
The Beacon Hill Park Management Plan Phase 1 was completed in 2001. This was a plan
developed with considerable public input (round table discussions) to guide long term
development and use of the park in order to conserve and protect the integrity of the park. It
contains many references to transportation issues and specifically developed two key
recommendations to improve traffic and trail circulation. Recommendations 10 and 19 as
noted in the introduction are particularly relevant because they commit Parks to developing
a transportation management plan for the park.

Traffic Assessment;
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Boulevard Transportation Group was retained by the City of Victoria to conduct a traffic
assessment for the park. The study confirmed the 2001 BHP Management Plan assertion
that vehicle traffic is a problem in the park. The report assessed peak hour traffic and
collected data regarding speeding and short-cutting. By gaining an understanding of the
traffic patterns and issues through the use of road tube counters, turning movement counts
at intersections and license plate surveys at key park entry and exit points the consultants
were able to recommended options to mitigate some of the key problems.

Parking Survey
A parking survey was conducted by parks staff in July and August of 2009 as well as peak
summer weekends in 2011. Counts of occupied parking stalls were taken at various times
and locations over several different days and times of day.

Other Reports
Other reports were also referred to throughout the planning process. Appendix 1 lists the
reports and contains a brief summary of pertinent information.

Open Houses and Focus Group
Two rounds of public open houses were hosted by parks planning staff. The first occurred
over two days in mid-November, 2009 near the beginning of the project while the second
occurred over two days in mid-June, 2010 after two concept proposals had been developed
by staff. The second open house also included a weekend day in the park. In between these
sessions a focus group meeting was held to receive preliminary feedback on some of the
key proposals included in the staff concepts. The third open house in November of 2010
presented the final recommendations to the public. This feedback was useful in helping staff
refine the concepts prior to introducing them to a larger public audience.
Results from the first Open House supported the principle of select road closures and traffic
calming. Over 70% of respondents also indicated that vehicles were a problem in the park
and created a safety issue.
The focus group was asked to review and comment on some key recommendations
contained in the two concepts. The focus group consisted of representatives from;









Friends of Beacon Hill Park
James Bay Community Association
Tourism Victoria
Fairfield Community Association
Victoria Police Department
Beacon Hill Park Petting Farm
City of Victoria Bylaw Enforcement
City of Victoria Fire Department

This group provided a helpful litmus test for the concepts which were to be presented at the
second round of open houses. The concepts were refined to incorporate some of the
feedback staff heard at the session.
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At the second round of open houses held in June, 2010 the two concepts were presented
and the public was supportive of many recommendations however, there was a clear
preference for one concept plan over the other. Even so, there were two main points of
contention that emerged. The first involved the termination of Nursery Road at the north end
of the tennis parking area and the creation of a new entrance at Cook and Leonard Streets.
The second involved the elimination of vehicle parking on Heywood Ave overlooking the
cricket pitch. This was part of a proposal to close Heywood Road between Circle Drive and
Heywood Ave at Park Boulevard in an effort to eliminate short cutting through the park.
The third round of open houses held in November 2010 presented the recommendations
outlined in this report for confirmation of the input received at the first two open houses. The
recommendations received a relatively high level of support. About 85% of respondents
were either in favour of the recommendations in this plan or neutral.
Throughout the planning process information about the project has been posted on the city
website and opportunities for feedback were provided through the use of on-line surveys.
This was especially helpful for those unable to attend the public meetings. The

Public Surveys
Surveys were made available at all three open houses as well as online on the city’s
website. A total of 327 surveys were received throughout the process. A sampling of the
survey results are compiled in Appendix 2.
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Current Challenges and Issues
The existing internal road network currently provides extensive vehicle access throughout
the park. The types of vehicles commonly found in the park include cars, tour buses and
horse drawn carriages. Much of the park infrastructure has been developed over the years
to accommodate these vehicles. In recent years pedal driven cabs have also become more
frequent.
The large amount of infrastructure devoted to vehicular traffic and high concentration of
vehicles comes at a high cost in terms of impacts to other types of park visitors. There are
public safety concerns related to speeding but there are other issues such as interruption of
sight lines, damage to the environment and interference with the visitors park “experience”.
Beacon Hill Park has a significant regional appeal and it is important to maintain a
reasonable level of service for vehicle based visitors. It is also important to improve the level
of service for those who walk, ride bikes or have a disability. Balancing accessibility and
improving the visitors’ experiences while in the park is a key planning challenge.

Road Network and Circulation
Figure 1 shows the layout of the existing road network and parking areas. For a park of its
size Beacon Hill Park contains a significant amount of area devoted to roadways and
parking. An example of the internal road density can best be described by a person walking
from the west side of Cook Street westbound to the east side of Douglas Street. A
pedestrian will cross as many as four roads in a very short distance (10 minute walk). This
level of road density is not commonly found in parks and is more representative of what is
found in high density urban areas such as downtown. Reducing the concerns for vehicle
conflicts will greatly improve the visitor’s park experience.
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Figure 1. Existing Roads and Parking Areas
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On site research has confirmed that many motor vehicle movements in the park are actually
unnecessary and do present a hazard to non-motorized traffic. The 2009 Traffic Assessment
prepared by Boulevard Transportation Group confirmed that;
1.

Speeding on internal park roads is an issue.

Over the years there have been several near vehicle mishaps with children and wildlife,
namely peacocks have been injured and killed. The traffic study confirmed that speeding is
a safety issue. Based on traffic counts it was found that vehicle speeds exceed the 30km/h
posted speed limit on park roads. Particular concern is the data that revealed 85 percent of
motor vehicle speeds on Circle Drive are in the 41-45km/h range, well beyond the posted
speed limit. Speeding is also occurring on Heywood Avenue and Arbutus Way. This
speeding impacts visitors in two ways in that it represents an obvious safety hazard and it
compromises the comfort levels of non-motorized park patrons.
2

Park roads are used as short cuts by commuting traffic.

Cut-through traffic was also analysed and it was determined that as much as 87% of the
volume in AM peak hour and up to 71% in the PM peak hour was cut-through traffic. It
should be noted however, that the traffic volumes if re-directed to adjacent roads outside the
park would not be high enough to cause congestion at nearby intersections. This was an
important consideration for developing strategies for managing traffic impacts within the
park. The plan assessed three traffic mitigation options including, traffic calming and two
road closure options that helped inform the recommendations in this plan. Road closures
have the advantage of eliminating shortcutting traffic through the park and ensuring that
virtually all traffic using Park Boulevard and Heywood Avenue (outside the park) would be
local traffic only and visitors destined to park at the Cricket Field.

3.

Parks roads used for long term parking

The survey results from the summer of 2009 and 2011 concluded that parking utilization in
the large parking lot near the petting farm was rarely above 25%. In contrast, the parking on
internal park roads such as Arbutus, Chestnut and Circle Drive ranged between 75% to 90%
capacity. This is particularly so during busy summer weekends. During most weekdays
Arbutus Road is routinely used for free parking by people working in nearby office buildings
and businesses. They skirt around the 3.5 hour parking time limit by moving their vehicles to
different spaces part way through the day. Currently, some parking enforcement occurs but
coverage is sporadic.
Area
Arbutus
Arbutus Lot
Chestnut
Bridge
Cricket
Main Lot
In front of
farmyard
Camas

July 29th 1pm
2009
70%
60%
80%
80%
10%
20%
75%

Aug 5th 1pm
2009
100%
80%
50%
50%
10%
30%
100%

Aug 11 1pm
2009
90%
80%
40%
90%
20%
25%
90%

July 11th
2011
100%
100%
90%
85%
70%
25%
90%

20%

20%

35%

35%
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4.

Bus impacts in the park

Beacon Hill Park is recognized as a tourist attraction and people use buses to visit the park.
Drive-by sightseeing tours and visiting the petting farm are the most common activities
involving large buses. Charter bus drivers are required to park at Ogden point but school
bus drivers park in random places which can create difficulties for passengers locating their
bus later. Smaller buses are often used to bring seniors into the park for picnics or Cameron
Band shell programs. Buses routinely enter the park to drop off school children for events
and private motor coaches use Circle drive as part of their scenic tourist route. Buses are
perceived by some to be out of scale with the park and they do create excessive noise and
air pollution. On occasion, buses have been observed parking within the camas meadows
along Circle Drive where they compact the soil and damage plant material.
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Bus parked in meadow

Arbutus Road with weekday parking

Meadow damaged by vehicle

Cyclist eastward bound on Circle Drive

Pathway drainage and compaction – Heywood Ave. Parking on Circle Drive
Figure 2. Photos illustrating various transportation management issues
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5.

Municipal service vehicles in the park

With the Parks service yard located within the boundaries of the park there is significant
traffic generated throughout the day by operations vehicles. Park staff and members of the
public also use private vehicles to access this area. All of this traffic flows along Nursery
Road and exits the park at Park Boulevard. Along the way it passes busy public facilities
including a playground, tennis courts and lawn bowling facility. The road is narrow and a
blind spot exists where a pathway crosses the road near Park Boulevard. Over the years
alternative access routes for parks operations vehicles have been explored. The most direct
route would be for a new or upgraded entry drive directly off of Cook Street at the service
yard. To date, no action has been taken due to existing layout constraints in the service yard
and significant opposition from residents living on Cook and Faithful Streets.
A small satellite parks service area is located within the park on Bridge Way. This facility
provides basic functions for staff responsible for maintaining the park. The vehicles using
this facility include pick ups and small specially designed vehicles commonly referred to as
“gators”. In order to maintain operational efficiencies in the park this facility and existing
uses would remain as is for the time being. Future planning work should evaluate the need
to retain this facility in its current location with a view towards consolidating all parks
operations in the Cook Street facility.
6. Other types of vehicles
In addition to motor vehicles in the park there are other types of non-motorized modes of
transport which routinely use the park, particularly during the busy tourist season. These
include horse drawn carriages and pedi-cabs. Horse drawn carriages usually enter the park
at Quadra Street and Arbutus way intersection and depart via Douglas Street and Circle
drive. Many of the parks internal roads were originally built as carriageways. The carriages
move at slower pace and their presence offers an additional attraction to the park. Pedi-cabs
also frequent the park on their tours. These pedal operated vehicles move at a slower pace
and are not known to have conflicts with pedestrians. Both horse drawn carriages and pedicabs offer an alternative way to experience the park for visitors, residents and people with
limited mobility or for those looking for a way to experience the park in a unique way.

Emerging Trends in Other Jurisdictions
Other park agencies around North America are closing their roads to cars, either
permanently or periodically, to improve their parks' environment and to help citizens
enhance their physical and mental health. A survey of big cities by the Center for City Park
Excellence found that at least 22 park drives (more than 60 kilometres of roadway), have
been recently closed to cars either all or part of the time.
The most notable are the loop drives in New York City’s Central Park and Prospect
Park as well as the former three-mile drives in Atlanta’s Piedmont Park. Other road
segments have been gated in Baltimore, Denver, and San Antonio. And weekend closures
occur regularly in San Francisco’s Golden Gate Park and Washington, D.C.’s Rock Creek
and East Potomac parks.
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A 2006 study of road closures in Golden Gate Park found a 116 percent increase in park
users on Sundays when John F. Kennedy Road is closed compared to Saturdays when the
road remains open.
A 2007 study supports road closures by concluding that “better” availability to nearby green
areas is important for people’s well-being by reducing long-term noise annoyances and
prevalence of stress-related psychosocial symptoms. The study noted that it is essential to
provide easy access to nearby green areas that can offer relief from environmental stress
and opportunities for rest and relaxation and to strive for lower sound levels from road traffic.
A study in Hong Kong reviewing the effects of traffic pollution in parks identified a close
correlation between traffic volume and heavy metals in leaves, soil and dust. The study
concluded that the source of heavy metal pollution was mainly due to aerial deposition from
motor vehicles.
Air pollution in the park is a concern. Transportation accounts for 44.8% of Victoria
greenhouse gas emissions. Closing roads and limiting traffic will improve air quality by
reducing motor vehicle emission exposure to park visitors. Driving in and around the park
looking for the “ideal” parking spot will become less of an option. Idling buses in the core
area of the park will also be eliminated.
The road closures should outweigh a slight increase in road emissions from the short-cut
traffic using longer routes around the park. Overall, road closures support both the Green
Communities Act and the Climate Action Charter.

Parking Facilities
Designated parking facilities exist in many areas throughout the park. Table Two in
appendix 3 lists the location and number of existing parking spaces available. It also
identifies proposed changes to the various parking areas throughout the park. Currently
there 753 parking spaces located within the park and adjacent streets.
Key concerns are as follows:
1. Internal roadways are preferred parking by park visitors
2. Arbutus Road is commonly used by non-park visitors for free parking during
weekdays
3. Parking encroachment into sensitive areas
4. Poor condition of existing parking facilities discourages use
Parked vehicles can be found on virtually every internal roadway. The visual and physical
impacts of parked cars in the core area of the park are compounded by the low level of use
of existing parking areas. Most drivers prefer to use curb side parking along the parks roads
rather than in designated parking lots. In particular, Chestnut Road and Bridge Way
experience high levels of parking even when the designated parking lots beside the
playground and Beacon Hill Park Petting Farm are heavily underutilized. Even during one of
the busiest events (the annual school district cross country run) parking was monitored and
ample parking opportunities were still available in the park and adjacent roads. The
monitoring was completed after the closure of parking around Camas meadow
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Camas Circle has had increasing encroachment into the meadow over the years from cars
parking in the meadow. This has lead to the recent installation of split rail fencing to protect
the meadow. Approximately 20 parking spaces were removed in 2010 as part of this work
but 20 parallel spaces still remain. The trade offs to this type of approach are better
protection of the meadow but at the cost of having additional barrier fencing installed along
the meadow’s edge.
Daily parking for downtown commuters is a traffic issue on Arbutus Road. Downtown
commuters routinely park and shuffle their vehicles to avoid parking fees and tickets. The
net effect is additional and unnecessary cars in the park belonging to non park users.
Under the proposed recommendations contained in the plan the number of available parking
spaces will be reduced by 170 for a total of 583. This will result in the elimination of clogged
and congested roads throughout the park particularly during the busy summer months. Most
of the lost capacity on the these roads will be made up by the large parking lot adjacent to
the petting farm which as previously stated is very underutilized at all times of the year.

Pathway Network
The parks path system has a variety of surface treatments including asphalt, granular, wood
chip and mowed trails. Bicycles are currently restricted to paved road surfaces only,
however, cyclists and operators of small motorized-vehicles sometimes use the narrow
paths causing conflicts with pedestrians. Cyclists and pedestrians also venture off
designated trails causing damage to the environment. An analysis of air photos over the last
five decades shows a significant increase in the amount of informal pathways and trail
braiding throughout many areas. This is especially the case in Camas meadow and
Heywood meadow.
Circulation in the park is confusing due to the extent of informal trails and lack of directional
signage. This is especially the case with infrequent visitors. Way-finding in the park is
limited to a recent park map installed in Mayor’s Grove.
The informal network of pathways has developed over many years leading to increasing
impacts on the park’s natural environment. This growing trail system is the result of shortcutting between destinations, a general lack of way-finding signage in the park as well as
illegal use of the park for camping. As these trails evolve they tend to widen which leads to
increased soil compaction, trampling of sensitive plants and disrupted drainage patterns.
Over time these cumulative impacts degrade significant areas.
Techniques to limit the use of informal trails include;




Barrier fencing (eg. snow) in conjunction with a rehabilitation plan
Barrier plantings
Better “way finding” signage

The transportation plan strives to ensure that all multi-use pathways and most trails are
accessible and safe to a wide variety of visitors. Improved accessibility will be achieved by
developing better pathways, providing level crossings, using appropriate surfacing materials
and where necessary widening some pathways. Advanced technology and affordability of
mobility-aids such as motorized scooters also improves accessibility for certain visitors
within the park.
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A trail hierarchy should be defined based on amount of use, route and connections to
various attractions and amenities as well as environmental sensitivity. This hierarchy would
see a variety of surface materials used which should include asphalt paving, granular and
wood chips. The appropriate surface material and trail widths will be chosen considering
level of use, surrounding environment and current surfacing. Many areas of high use already
have asphalt paths that should remain. As the pathway system is improved and rationalized
it is unlikely there will be a net increase in asphalt in the park because the conversion of
roads to multi-use pathways should result in narrower asphalted areas and a net increase in
green space.
A major new multi-use pathway will be established on closed portions of Circle Drive and
other park roads. This pathway will form an important link in the developing Trans Canada
Trail (TCT) system. Clover Point has been identified by trail planners as the western
terminus of this national trail system. Currently, there is a gap between Clover Point and the
Johnson Street bridge. Much of this gap can be filled in by routing the proposed TCT
through Beacon Hill Park along internal roads recommended for closure to vehicular traffic.
This route could start at the south end of the park at Circle Drive and progress northwards
along Heywood to Bridgeway. From there the route will follow city streets to the inner
harbour and continue along the planned harbour pathway route to the Johnson Street
bridge. This will close an important gap in the TCT system. Figure 3 shows the proposed
route through the park.
A secondary pathway system will also be established by providing a link from the Dallas
Road waterfront all the way to Downtown utilizing paths that connect to St. Anne’s Academy
(Provincial Capital Commission owned) and Cridge Park.
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Figure 3. Proposed Route of Trans Canada Trail
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A perimeter pathway encircling the full extent of the park has been envisioned for some
time. A city wide Pedestrian Master Plan commissioned by the City of Victoria’s Engineering
Department completed in 2008 identifies the gaps in this perimeter path and assigns a
priority rating for various sections based on operational requirements and public input.

Figure 4. Beacon Hill Park – Priorities for Pedestrian Improvements
Source: Pedestrian Master Plan 2008, Opus Hamilton Cons. Ltd

This map shows pathway and sidewalk gaps throughout the park. The various colours
indicate the priority index with the highest priority receiving a score >31 (red).
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Management Plan Objectives
As the planning process progressed a clear set of objectives began to emerge. These are
listed below;




















Support policies and recommendations contained in the Beacon Hill Park
Management Plan – Phase 1
Reduce the impact vehicles have on the natural environment
Create a more appealing experience for pedestrian and cyclists
Eliminate short cutting opportunities for private vehicles
Reduce the incidents of speeding in the park
Reduce the number of vehicles in the core area of the park
Reduce the visual impact of vehicles parking along roadways in the park
Encourage more effective use of parking lots
Reduce the potential for traffic accidents
Enhance public safety
Consider the needs of people with mobility challenges
Reduce the amount of undesired path widening
Reduce the extent of informal paths and trails
Develop a trail hierarchy system for the park
Provide provisions for service, police, fire and emergency vehicles
Provide provisions for horse drawn carriages and pedi-cabs
Recognize Beacon Hill park as a tourist attraction
Manage bus traffic using a ‘park and walk” model
Increase green space by decommissioning some roads and converting them to
multi-use greenways

Management Plan Recommendations
A. Vehicular Traffic
The vehicular recommendations recognize the value and importance of Beacon Hill Park as
an attraction for tourists and residents and as a large urban green space with dynamic
ecosystems. The recommendations are organized in the following categories;
1. Internal road circulation
2. Parking areas
3. Park entry points
A Roads Concept Plan at the end of this section graphically illustrates the major changes
proposed in the recommendations.

1. Internal Road Circulation
While most of the park’s internal roads will remain there are significant changes proposed
for some of the roadways. These changes which involve partial or full closure will contribute
to a better park experience by;
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Reducing opportunities for motor-vehicle conflicts
Reducing noise levels
Eliminating cut-through traffic
Minimizing opportunities for speeding
Increasing green space at minimal cost

A. Recommended road closures to prevent shortcutting through the park;
1. Portion of Heywood Way between Camas Circle and Bridge Way
2. Bridge Way between washroom buildings and Heywood Avenue
3. Convert Arbutus Road to two-way flow from existing one-way
B. Recommended road closure to prevent cut-through traffic, eliminate speeding,
protect natural areas and accommodate the Trans Canada Trail;
4. Camas Circle (portion of Circle Drive east of petting zoo to Dallas Road)
C. Recommended road closure to increase green space
5. Chestnut Road closed to motor vehicle traffic
The closures of these roads will create opportunities for regained green space and/or
conversion to multi-use pathways. These paths would accommodate the following users;






Pedestrians
Cyclists
Mobility aids, such as scooters
Horse Carriages
Pedi-cabs

See Table One in appendix 3 for more detail regarding internal road circulation
recommendations.

2. Parking Areas
The need for parking is recognized by the regional appeal of the park. Ideally, parking would
be restricted to the periphery of the park; however, Beacon Hill Park has developed over
many decades with several parking areas created throughout the park. The intent of the
parking recommendations is to;






make better use of existing infrastructure
promote clustered parking areas
remove curb side parking in the core of the park
provide parking opportunities for people with mobility challenges
provide parking for school buses

D. Recommended improvements and additions to parking areas and vehicle access into
the park;
6. Improve main parking area west of petting farm
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7. Improve existing cricket spectator parking along Heywood Avenue
8. Provide cul-de-sac parking (limited) and drop-off for disabled at Bridge Way
washrooms and near petting zoo
9. Provide opportunities school bus only parking
10. Implement temporary restrictions on vehicle access to Checkers Pavilion hill top
11. Create a proposed drop off area on Heywood ave.

Currently there are approximately 753 parking spots in and adjacent to the park. If fully
implemented the Transportation Management Plan would see the total number of parking
spots reduced to 583 by removing parallel parking in the heart of the park and limiting it to
adjacent roads and parking lots. The large parking lot near the Children’s Farm will be
upgraded to provide a better parking alternative than what currently exists.
People with mobility impairments need to be considered when accessing park amenities and
this will be enhanced beyond the current standards in the park. Limited parking and
passenger drop off zones near the washrooms and Cameron Bandshell will also be
developed for senior’s bus tours (<16 seats) and private vehicles. Large tour buses (>16
seats) will still be able to access Douglas Street and Dallas Road for scenic tours. Charter
bus drivers will be required to park at Ogden Point as per the Motor Coach Driver’s Guide.
See Table Two in appendix 3 for more detail regarding parking recommendations.

3. Park Entry Points
The park’s vehicle access points will remain open to provide access to key parking lots on
the north, east and west sides of the park. Other park roads such as Douglas Street, Park
Boulevard, Dallas Road and portions of Heywood Avenue will remain open with no changes.
The access points will be designed as park entrances and utilize traffic calming to reduce
speeds.
See Table Three in appendix 3 for more detail regarding park entrances
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B. Pathway Circulation
The intent of the pathway recommendations is to;






Define a coherent pathway system
Establish good connections to the surrounding neighbourhoods
Establish pathway development standards
Reduce the extent of informal pathways and trails
Establish a route for the Trans Canada Trail

A Pathways Concept Plan at the end of this section graphically illustrates the major
changes proposed in the recommendations. A list of key recommendations is provided
below with more details found in table four in appendix 3.
Given the complexity and extent of both formal and informal trails throughout the park a
number of zones have been established to better organize and describe the proposed
changes.
A pathways concept plan at the end of this section graphically illustrates the proposed
pathway network. Other existing pathways not shown on the pathways concept are
considered informal and should be closed and rehabilitated.

Pathway Amenities
In order to support and complement an improved pathway system throughout the park it is
important to provide supporting amenities. Common items include bike racks, way finding
(ie. directional) signs, interpretive signs and benches. These are usually placed at key
locations such as pathway entry points, trail heads and main junctions.

Pathways and Amenity Recommendations
12. Improve north ridge trail (zone 1)
13. Improve path from academy green to Alpine Society rock garden with gravel (zone 1)
14. Establish a woodchip trail across Heywood meadow with boardwalks in wet areas
(zone 2)
15. Establish a 4 metre wide multi-use pathway from Oliphant Street to Bridge Way (zone 2)
16. Develop a boardwalk connection through southeast woods cottonwood swamp to Cook
Street (zone 5) (Could become part of Trans Canada Trail system).
17. Formalize the network of trails in south meadows with one 2 meter wide gravel path with
a supporting network of wood chip trails (zone 6)
18. Complete the perimeter pathway around the park (all zones)
19. Phase out mowed grass trails throughout the park (all zones)
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20. Remove and restore informal trails not identified on the pathways plan (all zones)
21. Provide directional signs at major junctions
22. Provide park maps at major entrances
23. Provide additional bike racks and furnishings along key multi-use trails
A detailed list of recommendations is provided in the tables four and five in appendix 3.
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Phasing and Implementation
Phasing and budget are essential to meeting the recommendations in a timely and cost
effective manner. The implementation of the plan will focus on meeting the objectives of
reducing vehicle movements, reducing parallel parking and upgrading trails. Two examples
that had strong public support and contribute to significantly improving the park experience
include;
1. Re-allocation of roads in center of park to promote non-motorized use
2. Completion of the perimeter trail and Heywood Meadow Path
Minimal interventions for closing roads may be undertaken in the initial phase at low costs in
order to reduce vehicle movements and curb side parking. Jersey barriers and bollards are
examples of low cost solutions. Once the foundation of the plan has been implemented
improvements such as restoring portions of the road to green space and providing furnishing
and pedestrian scale lighting should be considered.
The timeline is based on projected budgets already approved in the 20 year capital plan.
These may be subject to change depending on the priorities set by Council. All dollar figures
are estimates that include materials and labour in 2011 dollars. It is anticipated that up to
$250,000 on road and parking lot changes and $280,000 on trail upgrades will be spent over
the next five years to complete the foundation of the plan.

Year 1 Tasks
Closure of Heywood
between Cricket Pitch and
Circle Drive
Closure of Chestnut
Perimeter Trail upgrades
along Southgate
Plan main parking lot
upgrades
Perimeter trail upgrades
along Douglas Street

Year 2 Tasks
Main parking lot upgrade
Closure of Bridge Way
between public washrooms
and Heywood Avenue
Zone 2 Trail upgrades

Year 3 Tasks
Zone 6 path upgrades
Closure of Circle Drive
Upgrades to Cricket pitch
Upgrade Arbutus parking
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Year 4 Tasks
Zone 1 trail upgrades
Heywood Drop off area
Completion of perimeter trail

Year 5 Tasks
Zone 4 and 5 trail upgrades
Zone 3 trail maintenance

Appendix 1
Additional background sources - Transportation Management in Beacon Hill Park
2009 Victoria Pedestrian Master Plan identified deficiencies in many circulation routes in
Beacon Hill Park. It also assigned priorities for improving the network as shown in
Attachment X.
2007 City of Victoria Parks Survey confirmed walking paths receive the highest frequency of
use and highest number of users compared to major park amenities. Cycling paths,
although restricted by by-laws, ranks sixth in terms of frequency of use among park
amenities.
2004 Beacon Hill Park Heritage Landscape Management Plan outlines resources having
excellent or very good heritage value that require further consideration. The elaborate
circulation system overlaid with multiple trail systems is a character defining element of the
park. The transportation plan focuses on improving the circulation by restricting certain
methods of transport rather than making significant changes to the circulation of the park.
Attachment 1 outlines the heritage resources that were considered and evaluated using the
BHP Heritage Landscape Management Plan database. If a major heritage intervention was
probable a heritage impact study (HIS) was completed by a heritage consultant to help
guide the Transportation Plan recommendations.
2003 City of Victoria Greenways Plan identified 3 roads in the park and Cook Street as
Greenways. Road and Douglas Street are identified as Greenways requiring major changes.
Southgate and Cook Streets are identified as Greenways with no major changes. A people
priority route should be established along the east side of Douglas Street. Dallas
2001 Tourism Victoria Motor Coach Driver’s Guide states that parking in or around Beacon
Hill Park is not permitted.
1996 Beacon Hill Park Yard Redevelopment Plan developed priorities for circulation in the
parks yard. The second priority of this plan is to “relocate main yard entrance from Nursery
road to Cook Street. This will improve the safety for pedestrians along Nursery Road.”
1995 Bicycle Master Plan objective is to create a network of bikeways to safely serve major
activity centres throughout the City of Victoria.
1993 James Bay Neighbourhood Plan has two recommendations including
 Realigning Douglas Street road allowances from Simcoe Street to Dallas Road to
facilitate development of increased active park space within Beacon Hill Park.
 Where possible, develop continuous, accessible pedestrian and bicycle systems
along the waterfront and through the community
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Appendix 2
Open House Result Summary
Open House 1 – November 2009 (n=85)

Do you feel that vehicles are a problem
in the park?

Support for road closures to enhance Ped/Bike

80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

High Support
Med Support
Low Support
No opinion

Yes

No

No opinion

respondents

Are you satisfied with the pathways?

Level of support for road closures
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%

High Support

40.0%

Med Support
30.0%

Low Support

20.0%

No opinion

10.0%
0.0%
Yes

No

No opinion

Open House 2 – June 2010 (n=82)
Summary of Level of Support for Modifications
(closure of Heywood, Camas, Cricket, Bridge and conversion of

Support for Perimeter Trail

Arbustus to two-way)

Agree

Yes

Disagree

No

Neutral
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Open House 3 – November 2010 (n=160)
D o y o u fe e l a re d uc tio n o f v e hic le tra ffic a nd c urb s id e p a rk ing
within the p a rk is a p o s itiv e c ha ng e fo r B e a c o n H ill P a rk ?

P ro p o s e d ro a d c lo s ure s to p re v e nt c ut-thro ug h tra ffic :
160
140
120
100

Agree

Yes

80

Neutral

No

60

Disagree

No Opinion

40
20
0
Portion of Heywood
Avenue

P ro p o s e d imp ro v e me nts to p a rk ing a re a s a nd
into the p a rk :

Bridge Way (between Convert Arbutus Road
washroom buildings
to two-way flow from
and Heywood Avenue)
one-way (existing)

Co nne c tiv ity Imp ro v e me nts :

v e hic le a c c e s s
160

160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

140
Agree

120

Neutral

100

Agree

80

Neutral

60

Disagree
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40
20
Complete
the
perimeter
pathway

Develop a
boardwalk
connection
Southeast

0
Establish a
woodchip
trail across
Heywood

Improve main
Improve
Provide cul- Provide bus Provide dropparking area
cricket
de-sac
parking area
off and
by petting
spectator
parking
near traffic
parking on
farm
parking along (limited) and
island on
Heywood
Heywood
drop-off for
Douglas
Avenue
Avenue
disabled at
Street and
Circle Drive Circle Drive
and Bridge intersection

Upgrade
north ridge
trail (zone 1)

Disagree

Appendix 3
Tables 1-5
Detailed Recommendations

Table One – Internal Road Circulation Recommendations
Road portion
Bridge way
(Douglas st to Arbutus)
Bridge Way
Arbutus to Washroom
building

Bridge Way
Washroom building to
Heywood
Chestnut Road
Heywood Ave
(Park blvd to Circle Dr)
Circle Drive
Douglas to Dallas

Recommendation
Remain closed.
Designate as multi-use path
Convert to two way traffic flow terminating at
Arbutus parking lot. Maintenance vehicles and
accessible parking available at proposed cul-desac near washroom building. Accommodate
horse and carriage.
Close to motor vehicles. Convert to multi-use
pathway.
Close and convert to multi-use trail
Reduce width for access to cricket parking area
Close at parking lot junction to Circle Drive
Accommodate multi-use path
Create cul-de-sac in front of parks farmyard
Close remainder of Circle Drive from cul-de-sac
to Dallas road. Ensure a system is in place to
accommodate road bikers and horse and
carriage.
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Table Two – Existing and Proposed Parking - Recommendations
Parking Area
Arbutus Way
Good acre Lake
(parking lot)
Bridge Way

# of spaces
(exist vs proposed)
20
0
29
40

Recommendation
Remove parallel parking
Maintain and add 11 spots on west side if
required in future. Duration 1.5 hr
Remove majority of parallel parking.
Retain parallel parking access at intersection of
Bridge Way and Chestnut Drive for people with
disabilities. Retain 2 spots (15 min duration)
near washroom buildings.
Remove parallel parking
Maintain parking. Duration undesignated
Maintain parking. Duration undesignated
Maintain and promote angled on weekends
Remove parallel parking
Remove parallel parking
Remove parallel parking
Retain 4 disabled spots. Duration undesignated
Upgrade parking area and increase capacity
Duration 3.5 hrs
20 spaces removed in 2010
Maintain existing parking and designate 4
disabled spots. Duration undesignated
Maintain and consider future expansion if
required. Duration 3.5 hours
Convert roadway to bus parking and drop off
zone
Provide drop off zone
Provide 2 parking spots
Delineate with split rail
Duration 3.5 hours
Remove parking and replace with disabled
parking spots

38

2

Chestnut Row
Cricket Field
Tennis Court
Parks Yard
Lover Lane
Camas Circle
Camas Circle
Farmyard parking
Petting Farm

21
25
26
12
10
7
45
20
150

0
25
26
12
0
0
0
4
Min 150

Circle Drive (remaining)
Flagpole

20
13

0
13

Douglas Street

26

26+

Douglas Street
(Circle Dr to Beacon st)
Heywood Avenue
(Southgate to
Pendergast St)

15

7

0

2

Herons Nest
(Informal along Douglas
St)
Dallas Road
(Clover point to Cook st)
Dallas Road
(Cook St to Douglas St)
Dallas Road
(Douglas St to Lewis St)
Cook Street
(Dallas Rd to Park Blvd)
Park Boulevard
(south side)
TOTAL

6

6

40

40

Maintain parking. Duration undesignated

120

120

Maintain parking. Duration undesignated

15

15

Maintain parking. Duration undesignated

70

70

Retain west side parking

25

25

Maintain parking

753

583

Net reduction of 170 parking spaces
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Table Three - Park Entry Recommendations
Park Entrance Point
Arbutus Way at Southgate

Current use
- South bound access to Good
acre parking lot
- Southbound access to Bridge
Way and Heywood Avenue
- Contributes to short cutting to
Dallas Road
- Carriage Way
- Access to Heywood Avenue
residents
- Two way access to Circle Drive
- Provides access to Heywood
Avenue residents
- Provides access to cricket field
spectator parking

Recommendation
Convert to two way road for access to
good acre lake parking lot

Maintain in current condition

Douglas Street at Circle
Drive

- Access to Parks yard
- Access to tennis courts
- Access to cricket parking
- Access to Camas meadow
- Access to roadside parking
- Access to Heywood -Avenue
for short cutting
- Access to scenic loop drive
- Access to Farm yard building
- Access to scenic loop drive

Beacon Hill Loop

- Access to flagpole parking

Bridge Way at Douglas
Street
Southgate Street at
Douglas Street

- Currently closed to vehicle
traffic
- Access to Arbutus

Heywood Avenue
Heywood Avenue at Park
Boulevard

Nursery Road at Park
Boulevard
Camas Circle at Dallas
Road
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Implement traffic calming
- Maintain access to Cricket - Create
defined parking area for spectators
- Narrow road at Bridge Way
- Close connection to Circle Drive

Close

-Maintain north intersection at
Douglas
-Consider future realignment or
conversion of south entrance to
another function
-Consider school bus parking in this
area
Trial closure weekend mornings until
noon
Maintain in current condition
Maintain in current condition

Table Four – Pathway Recommendations
Zone
1
North Ridge

Current Condition
-Major entrance node
-access to rock
outcrops
-mix of trail uses

2
Heywood
Meadow

-Short cut roots
between James Bay
and Fairfield
-informal trails
through meadow

3
Ornamental
Area

-Lit area used to
access evening
events
-regular walking for
enjoyment of
ornamental gardens
and lakes
-access to cricket,
tennis, parks yard
-access to natural
area and cook st

4
Activity Zone
5
Southeast
woods
6
South
Meadows

-Informal trails and
mowed trails to
access meadows
-Mile zero marker

Recommendation (map reference)
-remove informal trails off of ridge
-upgrade ridge trail to stamped asphalt
-formalize connection to arbutus way in SE of
zone
-upgrade connection from academy green to
Alpine society rock garden with granular and
remove any informal connections
-establish connection between academy green
trail and Mayor’s Grove
-establish granular or wood chip perimeter trail
-Establish a woodchip trail connections across
Heywood meadow with boardwalks in wet spots
-maintain current surfacing on trails
-Establish 4m multi-use connection from
Oliphant Street to Bridge Way
-Perimeter trail resurfaced to woodchip or
granular
-maintain lighting on all asphalt paths in the
zone
-remove lit path behind band shell between the
cedars
-fix and repair asphalt where required

-maintain as is
-establish perimeter path connection
-consider a boardwalk connection through
cottonwood swamp to Cook street
-establish perimeter path connection
-formalize network with wood chip trails and one
major granular connection
-establish perimeter path connection
-Connect Beacon Hill Park perimeter trail north
end and provide path to mile zero marker with
safe crossing

* note some multi-use trails were discussed in Table One – Internal Road Circulation Recommendations
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Table Five – Pathway Amenity Recommendations
Zone
1
North Ridge

Current Condition
-Interpretive signs in
re-habilitated
bandstand
-Beacon Hill Park log
park identification
sign

Recommendation
-Install overview map near the intersection of
Douglas and Michigan
-Install interpretive signs along the ridge trail
-Install overview map at the mid-block on
Southgate Street near the cross walk to
St.Annes Academy
-Install small directional indicators at major
intersections

2
Heywood
Meadow

-Install overview map near the intersection of
Oliphant and Heywood with additional seating
-Install additional interpretation signs in
Heywood Meadow
-Remove interpretive board near Good Acre
Parking lot
-Install small directional indicators at major
intersections

3
Ornamental
Area

-Overview map at
Mayor grove
-Bike racks near
children’s
playground,
-Interpretation signs
at mayor grove
-Interpretation board
near Good Acre
Parking lot
-Interpretive signs
around old Heron
Rookery

4
Activity Zone

Nursery Road parks
entrance sign

-Install overview map on the trail entrance south
of the playground
-Install additional bike racks near cricket pitch
-Install small directional indicators at major
intersections

5
Southeast
woods

-Totem Pole
-Beacon Hill Park log
park identification
sign

-Install overview map on the trail entrance south
of the playground
-Install small directional indicators at major
intersections

6
South
Meadows

Interpretive signs
along Circle drive
and in front of petting
farm

-Install overview map near parking lot
-Install overview map on the multi-use trail near
Dallas Road and Circle Drive
-Update interpretive signs in front of petting farm
-Install additional bike rack near Children’s Farm

-Consider interpretive signs for Heron Rookery
-Install additional bike racks near washroom
buildings
-Install small directional indicators at major
intersections
- enhance heritage features with decorative
lighting
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-Install small directional signs at intersections

Heritage Resources
The following heritage features were considered and evaluated using the BHP Heritage
Landscape Management Plan database. If a major intervention to a heritage feature was
determined to be likely a Heritage Impact Study (HIS) was undertaken by a qualified
consultant to help inform the Transportation Plan recommendations.














Heywood Ave - a heritage impact study was undertaken in August 2010. Heywood
Avenue is identified as a major entrance to the park.
Heywood Meadow – no major heritage intervention
Douglas St - no major heritage intervention
Chestnut Row – no major heritage intervention
Bridge Way – no major heritage intervention
Lovers Lane – no major heritage intervention but consider naming the lane in the
way-finding recommendations Lovers Lane. The lane was officially registered as
Lovers Lane prior to 1901.
Cottonwood Swamp Forest – no major heritage intervention but ensure the drainage
is not impacted if installing a boardwalk trail.
Dallas Road – no major heritage intervention
Camas Meadow – a heritage impact study was undertaken in August 2010 and the
HIS recommended the camas meadow should be protected from over use, overmowing, and compacting, perhaps by restricting pedestrian traffic in wet weather…
It is the intent of the recommendations to delineate formal trails through the meadow
to reduce informal trails and control compacting.
Circle Drive – a heritage impact study was undertaken in January 2010 and
recommended the most important component is the circular nature of the route with
its’ controlled vistas. Recommendations regarding Circle drive should ensure the
circle nature of the route is not disrupted.
Circle Drive Entrance – not major intervention but it is worth noting the west entrance
has always been important and may pre-date the 1889 Beacon Hill Park Plan.
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